Quarterly Holiday Training
Programme

St. Joseph’s Development Trust
Genguvarpatty
Periyakulam(T.k)
Theni(DT)
E-mail : sponsor@sjdt.in
Website: www.sjdt.in

Date

: 24/09/17

Day

: Sunday

Place

: Pudhupunal

Time

: 9.30 to 4.30 p.m.

Subject

: English Grammar.

Resource Person: Sr.Thenmozhi. S.S.G.
Ist session:
The English Grammar class began
with prayer. To activate the
students, the resource person
taught English action songs. After
this small refreshment, the
grammar class began. First
Alphabetic order (ABC order), What
comes before, after and in the
middle? Fill in the blanks etc., was
taught, then vowels and consonents.
The session ended at 11.00 p.m.
11.00 p.m. to 11.30.p.m. Tea Break.
2nd session:
Theme: What is sentence? and how many?
A Sentence is a group of words that are put together to mean something. A
sentence is the basic unit of language which expresses a complete thought.
Statements or Assertive sentence.
Interrogative sentence
Exclamatory Sentence

Imperative Sentence
All these are explained with example. Each section followed by exercises,
participants performed well.
This session ended at 1.00 p.m.
Lunch Break:1.00 to 2.30.p.m.
3rd session began with religious songs, Sr.Thenmozhi led the session. The
topic of the session is noun. "A noun is a kind of word(part of speech) that is
usually the name of person, place, thing, quality or idea.
Common noun.
Proper noun
Pronoun
Collective noun
Abstract noun
Material noun
All these explained it with
examples, after this some
exercises are given to the
participants. These participants co-operated well and understood the
instruction on nouns well. After this, another task given to the participants.
READING SKILLS:
Fundamental reading skills ...
Phonemic awareness
Phonics
Fluency
Vocabulary

Comprehension and added to these, reading practices are given to the
participants. The session ended successfully.
Date :24th Septmeber2017,
Place:Pudhupunal.
Subject: Maths.
Std :10th.
Algebra : the part of mathematics in
which letters and other general symbols
are used to represent numbers and
quantities in formulate and equations.
Square root mathematics is bit of difficult
to Durgadevi, Mahalekshmi, and Kavitha.
Jamuna Aunty again and again explained to us. Now
it is easy for us to do the sum. The session came to end at 4.30 p.m.
25th September2017.
Std: XI
Around 10 a.m., the session started, First the teacher handled properties of
determinant. There are 6 properties, the teacher explain them all in detail.
After the teacher herself asked question to each and every one. Students
responded well.
The session came to an end at 11.00
a.m.
11.00 to 11.30 a.m. tea break.

2nd Session:
Maths continue.....

Date : 25th Sept 2017,
Place: Pudhupunal
Class:10th std.
Suject: Maths.
Resource person: Ms.Thareni
Trigonometry is a branch of
mathematics that studies
relationships involving lengths
and angles of triangles.
Aunty Thareni explain this
Trigonometry maths very well,
easy to follow by all the students.
She taught even trigonometry
formulas. All could follow easily and could perform well in the exam.
Finally the session ended with prayers.

Date

:25/09/17

Day

: Monday

Place

:Pudhupunal

Time

: 9.30 to 4.30 p.m.

English Grammar Class continues....
Resource Person : Sr.Thenmozhi.S.S.G.
Subject: English Grammar.
The session began with prayer song. Today's portion is 'Article'.

An article is a word used to modify a noun, which is a person, place, object, or
idea.
Articles: Definite and indefinite.
Indefinite article -a, an.
Definite article -' the'.
'A' - word is used before
consonant
'An' -Is used before words
beginnings with vowel sound.
'the'-Is used before the
particular person or thing.
After the practical session of the instructor, the participants created sentences
with 'articles'. Finally the session ended at 11.00 a.m.
Teak Break: 11.00 a.m. to 11.30 a.m.

2nd Session:
This 2nd session began at 11.30 a.m. Sr.Thenmozhi continued her grammar
classes.
Unique object
Holy Books
Important buildings
Mountain Ranges
Rivers.
Oceans
Newspapers

the same person or thing comes again in the paragraph or sentences...
Practical knowledge was given to the participants. At 1.00 p.m. the session
was over, lunch break 1.00 to 2.30 p.m.
3rd session:
The session began at 2.30, the participants gracefully sang, Sr.Thenmozhi
continued her grammar classes. 3rd session she handled on the 'sentence
pattern'. "BE" verb.
s+v>is
s+v+c >are
s+v+o >has
s+v+o+a >was
s+v+Io+Do >have,had, there.
End of this session, the participants were tested with exercises.
The session was over at 4.30 p.m.

Date: 26/09/17
Day :Thursday,
Place: Pudhupunal Children's
Home,
Time: 9.30 to 4.30 p.m.,
Theme: 'Motivation',
Resource Person: Sr.Libiya.S.S.G.

The motivational class was begin on Tuesday morning 9.30 a.m. The
students initiated the session by prayer. First session lasted till 11 a.m. The
theme of the first session is 'Goal'. What is goal, How to achieve the goal, how
should be the goal etc was explained in detail. Example smart goal:
The Goal must be Specific
Measurable
Attainable
Realistic (Relevant)
and Timely (Time bound)
Related to this above sub-title explained through cartoon. After the first
session participants had small tea break from 11 a.m to 11.30a.m.

IInd Session:
Theme: Communication Skills.
Before teaching the basic skills in English, we stimulated the participants
mind and body through Cartoon Pictures.
Using,
Have
Has
Had
Don't
Doesn't
Didn't
Not - when to use, How to use etc.,

Ex: I have colorful umbrella; Mahi has colorful umbrella; They have colorful
umbrella.
Sr.Libiya added some colors in her teaching communication skill through
video clippings.
End of the session, had interaction with the participants. Our participants had
lot of question, and they were happy with the response of Sr.Libiya.
Second session ended at 1 p.m.
Lunch Break: 1.00 p.m. to 2.30 p.m.
3rd Session:
Theme: Leadership Quality.
Resource Person: Sr. Libiya.
Here are some key qualities that every good leader should possess, and learn
to emphasize.
Honesty
Delegate
Communication
Confidence
Commitment
Creativity
Positive Attitude
After delivering her speech, Sr.libiya asked the participants to form several
groups. In each group, the members of the group should select a leader. The
task of the groups to discuss the 'leadership qualities'. Time limit 30 minutes.
After 30 minutes group leaders shared it among the participants. Thus they
have the ample opportunity to express their views and cultivate the talents.

Before winding up the session, Sr.Libiya comprised all three session so that
the participants could ruminate and register in their mind.
The session ended at 4.30 p.m.

Date :26.09.2017
Day :Tuesday
Place :Pudhupunal
Subject: Maths(real numbers & Sequence)
Std: XI
Maths (real numbers and sequence) classes conducted on 26th September,
model sums are explain to us. Continuously 3days participants had
mathematics sessions. 26th evening participants had exam of mathematics.
After the exam the session ends with prayer.

Date : 27/09/17
Day :Wednesday,
Venue: Pudhupunal
Time : 9.30 to 4.30 p.m.
Motivational classes
continues.....
Resource Person: Sr. Libiya.S.S.G.

Morning 9.30 a.m. all the
participants assembled in the hall,
the session begin with prayer.

Before entering into the subject, Sr.Libiya rewinded the previous day's
sessions briefly so that the participants could follow the continuation. Today's
session explained the positive character and negative character of a leader;
how to shed the negative characters if the leader possess etc.
The session ended at 11.00 a.m.
11.00 a.m to 11,30 a.m the participants had tea break.

IInd Session:
The session began at 11.30 a.m.
Theme: 'Team Work'.
Sr.Libiya explained through short film. Team work is required for every
where.
Communication: Being a good team member means able to clearly
communicate your ideas with the group...
Conflict management: An important team work skill is being able to mediate
problems between team members...
Listening
Respectable
Reliable
Helping
Sharing etc.,
I can do it, it is ultimate world
You can do miracles
You can fly....
You can do like anything

BUT All times individuality never get success
Some times you may fail
Some times you need support
Some times you need guidance
You can find all the above with
TEAM WORK.
The sessions are explained in Tamil, so that all can understand and benefit by
all.
After this, explained the life history
of the successful leaders and
winners through
video clippings.
The session ended at 1 p.m.
Lunch break 1.00 p.m to 2.30 p.m.
At 2.30 p.m. the 3rd session began.
In this session Sr.Libiya put it in a
nutshell all these two days session.
Would like to know how much the input sessions entered into the mind of the
participants, asked them to respond in the writing form. Sr.Libiya did the
valuation.
The session ended at 3.00 p.m.

Date

:28/09/17

Day

:Thursday

Place

:Pudhupunal

Time

:9.30 a.m to 4.30 p.m.

1st session
Theme: Pronoun
Resource Person: Sr. Thenmozhi.S.S.G.
The session began with prayer song, then Sr. Thenmozhi spoke on pronoun.
'A word that can function as a noun phrase used by itself and that refers either
to the participants in the discourse(e.g.I,you) someone or something
mentioned elsewhere in the discourse.(e.g.she, it, this)
10 types of pronoun
personal pronouns
interrogative pronouns
Indefinite pronouns
Relative pronouns
Possessive pronouns
Reflexive pronouns
Intensive pronouns
Demonstrative
pronouns
Reciprocal pronouns
Distributive pronouns

Each description is explained with example. Participants showed interest in
the learning process. Pronoun class lasted an hour, after this, two days
portion were revised, participants wrote exam. After the exam participants
had free time.
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